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Dear GALDER Members and Valuable Readers,

The COVID-19 pandemic has led us all to a new life. Many 
business lines have become able to work independently of 
time and place. The best example of this was the online 
training programs. As GALDER, we are taking advantage 
of this development. With our webinar series, we enable 
everyone from all over Turkey to easily participate in our 
trainings. In addition, we provide information resources to 
everyone 24/7 with the content we upload to our official 
YouTube channel.

The most prominent of the online programs we held 
this year was the “Corrosion Awareness” Panel. This Panel 
has been a milestone in our journey to draw attention to 
corrosion. The panel, which was actively watched by 320 
people, had wide repercussions. First of all, I would like to 
express my gratitude behalf of our Association to Ümit Yasin 
Güven, Head of Metal Industry Department of the General 
Directorate of Industry, Ministry of Industry and Technology, 

honored us by participating our panel as a speaker.

In this issue, we briefly shared with you the online events 
we have carried out in the last period. In addition, you can 
watch the Corrosion Awareness Panel and all online content 
of our Association on the official YouTube channel of the 

We discussed the use of galvanization in trailers in our file 
subject. We shared the national and international standards 
used in the galvanizing industry both with the article of Tolga 

our association. We looked through the steel industry by Dr. 
Veysel Yayan's valuable evaluation.

We hope you enjoy reading our 36th issue, which includes 
news, announcements and interviews from our industry and 
our association.

Kind regards,
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The General Galvanizers Association successfully implemented 

programs suitable for the needs of the galvanizing industry 

2021, is followed with increasing interest with its rich and 

Çeliği Korumada Sıcak Daldırma Galvaniz

Hot Dip Galvanizing 
For Protecting Steel

Member and Promotion Committee 

Implementation" topic.

information about the Turkish Hot Dip 
Galvanizing Industry. Emphasizing that 

the awareness of corrosion in Turkey 
has not reached the required level 

yet, Akyüz drew attention to the use of 
galvanized steel in developed countries.

In the second part of the seminar 

material of galvanized coating, Halaç 
informed about the usage areas of zinc 

mine and drew attention to the intensive 
use in corrosion protection. Giving 

information on corrosion and its effects, 
Halaç emphasized that galvanization 
is the most advantageous method in 

protecting steel against corrosion and 
explained these advantages with case 

studies.

example projects from Turkey and the 
world, introduced the projects which 
galvanized rebar has been used for, 

to the participants. He also mentioned 
duplex coatings (paint applications over 
galvanized coating) in his presentation. 

He expressed the issues that need 
to be considered in order to achieve 

successful results in applications. Halaç 
also explained the problems that may 

occur in the coating, the causes and 
solutions of these problems.

GALDER Webinars
Informs

the Industry
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Everything About 
Galvanizing Kettle

Is Here

and of GALDER Technical and 
Industrial Issues Committee, explained 

everything about the kettle in detail 
with his seminar on “Galvanized Kettle 

one of the members of GALDER, the 
seminar offered a unique guide for 

both existing facilities and those at the 
stage of installation or investment.

The seminar, which lasted for 4 and a 
half hours with its intense content, was 

met with great interest. Explaining by 
which criteria the galvanizing kettle will 

be determined during the installation 
and renovation phase of the facility, 

Alper Akçam gave information about 
the commonly used kettle scales and 

the sectors that these kettle sizes 
mainly serve.

He emphasized the importance of 
the design of the crucible and the 

composition of the material for hot-
dip galvanizing plants. Explaining 

the causes of kettle punctures, Akçam 
also drew attention to what should 

be done in an emergency. He shared 
zinc dumping scenarios. He conveyed 

the problems that may occur in the 
kettle and the repair suggestions. He 
gave some tips on efficient use of the 
galvanizing kettle and prolonging the 

life of the kettle in his presentation.

Hüseyin Cemal Hüseyin, Mechanical Engineer and 

of which the International Zinc Association is the 
main sponsor in 2021. Providing a special content 

for our sector with his long years of experience in the 
Galvanizing Industry, Hüseyin also included the safety 

and health measures to be taken at the workplace 
during the Covid-19 outbreak.

OHS in the Galvanizing Industry
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GALDER GALDER was 
Exhibitor
at Turkeybuild
Contruction Fair – 
Turkeybuild Istanbul, which 
was held at TÜYAP on 
April 6 - 9, 2021 and held 
for the 43rd time by this 
year, brought exhibitors 
together with more visitors 
than expected despite 
the pandemic conditions. 
Galvanizing industry 
and GALDER members 
were introduced to the 
representatives of the 
building industry at the 
Construction Fair, where 
GALDER participated for 

among its supporters.

WE MOVED
the current needs of our association, our 

Association Headquarters has been moved 
as of April 21, 2021. Accordingly, our new 

telephone number, fax number and address 
are as follows:

Tel: +90 216 709 97 71
Fax: +90 850 522 34 03

E-mail: info@galder.org.tr
Adress: Cevizli Mah. Mustafa Kemal Cad. 
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Meeting with 
Architect

Candidates

General of General Galvanizers 
Association (GALDER) talked about 

Galvanizing” at “Contemporary 

course, which is opened at 

in spring term of 2020-2021. The 
course was met with the intense 

participation and interest of the 
architect candidates.

was held online on April 2, 2021, with the 

explained the advantages, cost, structural components, 
durability, comfort of use, recycling features of steel 

as an architectural preference in recent 
years, Güre shared information on the 

relevant national standards in his 
presentation. After the presentation, 

Güre answered the questions of 
the students.

the second part of the course, 

presentation. Akyüz started by 
telling the cost of corrosion, its 

damage to the structure, and its 

and stated that hot-dip galvanization is 
the most advantageous method in controlling 

corrosion and prolonging the life of the steel and 

environmental performance to the participants, with case 

“Protection of steel against corrosion, with hot-dip 
galvanized coating is important for healthier and safer 
structures. Therefore, using galvanized steel in buildings 
for a sustainable human-made environment is the social 
responsibility of architects, engineers, contractors and 
manufacturers.” 
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Zinc Industry
Waits for 2022

The 4th International Zinc Conference –Europe, which 
is organized jointly by the International Zinc Association 
(IZA) and the General Galvanizers Association (GALDER), 
the representative of the Turkish Hot Dip Galvanizing 
Industry, will be held in Istanbul between 9 and 11 May, 
2022. 

Regarding the Zinc Conference, which was postponed 

“In our meetings with IZA, we evaluated the current 
situation of the epidemic. We have decided to postpone 
the 4th International Zinc Conference, for which we have 
been preparing with great excitement and enthusiasm 
from the very beginning, to a later date when we think that 
all participants can travel in more comfortable conditions, 

and establish new business contacts. We look forward to 
bring the industry representatives, experts, analysts and 
professionals from all over the world together in Istanbul 
in May 2022.”

Zinc Conference will provide an update on key global 
and regional zinc metal market trends, downstream 
uses with a focus on general galvanizing, continuous 
galvanizing, die casting and brass industries and 
sustainability standards. This 1.5-day conference will be 
completed by galvanising plants tour. 

ajanda / agenda
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ajanda / agenda

Metal Expo 29 Eylül’de Açılıyor

Metal Expo, one of the most 
comprehensive fairs of the iron 

and steel industry, opens its doors 

The fair which is the third serial, 
will take place at the Istanbul Expo 

Center.
Metal Expo, of which GALDER 

is among its supporters and 
participants, also impresses with 
its events. The "European Green 

Deal Workshop" will be held under 
the auspices of Republic Of Turkey 

Ministry of Industry and Technology, 
and in cooperation with the Turkish 

Hall 10 in Metal Expo Fair. This 
workshop, where the production 

dynamics and norms of the Turkish 

will be determined, is of great 
importance for the sector. www.

metalexpo.com

EIF 2021 ve EIF 2021 and
SolarTR 2021 in
Antalya in October

Metal Expo Opens on September 29

The 14th EIF World Energy Congress 
and Fair is organized by the Global 

Congress and Fair Center between 
13 and 15 October 2021. The 

2021, the only international 
conference of Turkey on solar 
energy, which is organized by 
GÜNDER every two years. As a part 

industry representatives and 
scientists from all over Turkey and 
the world will meet in Antalya. 

developments in solar energy will be 
discussed. www.enerjikongresi.com
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A variety of original equipment manufacturing (OEM) 
products have utilized hot dip galvanized steel for more 
than a century because of its outstanding durability 
and maintenance-free qualities. The trucking and 
trailer industry is one of these sectors that has utilized 
such coating because of the harsh and ever-changing 
environment they are subjected to. Aggressive road 
salts and constant exposure are extremely corrosive and 
having a durable coating is a must to extend use and 
reduce maintenance.

Weather varies from below freezing to extreme heat 
radiating from the blacktop. Whether wet or dry, the 
coating has to protect against impact from stones, 
road deicing salts and debris. The long lasting corrosion 
resistance provided by hot-dip galvanized steel reduces 
operating costs and keeps trucks and trailers on the 
road longer. Hot-dip galvanizing is a cost effective, 
maintenance-free coating that repels rust and leaves a 
desirable finish.

Sustainable development is an increasingly important 
consideration especially in the transportation industry. 
Preserving the environment is the priority, and hot-dip 
galvanizing is suitable to this goal. The zinc of the hot-
dip galvanized coating, as well as the steel itself, is 100 
% recyclable. Furthermore, the longevity of the coating 
eliminates the need for expending additional energy 
in the future on maintenance and upkeep. Additional 
energy is saved by eliminating the need to replace hot-dip 
galvanized products, which would require more energy 
and natural resources to create and transport new steel.

The zinc in hot-dip galvanized coatings is a natural 
element, the 27th most abundant in the Earth’s crust, and 
is essential to all life. It does not leave residues to nature, 
like other coating materials and in fact, a large amount of 
the original product is produced from recycled material 
(zinc and steel).

Weather deteriorates trailers, however durability is 
extremely important in the truck and trailer industry. 
Trucks and trailers need special attention because of 
the number of compartments that can be exposed to 
the environment and hot-dip galvanizing has the ability 
to coat the entire surface; including small corners with 
an even corrosion-free coating. Protection of the frame 
is the determining factor to continued life on trucks and 
trailers. By specifying hot-dip galvanizing, the life of the 
truck is extended and costs are reduced by not having to 
replace the frame after just a few years in service. A unique 
characteristic of hot-dip galvanizing is the development 
of tightly-bonded abrasion resistant intermetallic layers. 
This abrasion resistance provides unmatched protection 
against damage caused by harsh road and weather 
conditions.

Hot-dip galvanizing is a total immersion process, 
creating complete coverage of all interior and exterior 
surfaces.This complete coverage ensures even the inside 
of the trucks and trailers are protected against rough 
handling.

Galvanizle Travel Safely
for Years

with Galvanized
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ilgilendiler.

Livestock trailers are used every day and subjected 
to considerable wear and tear from the animals and 
transport. Traditionally the trailers are painted, but the 
end user and manufacturer of this trailer was interested in 
a more durable and long-lasting coating.

In addition to the normally harsh agriculture 
environment, this trailer was also going to be used along 
the coastline, which notoriously attacks painted steel. The 

solution provided was hot dip galvanizing to 
extend the life of the protective coating and 

therefore the trailer itself.

The manufacturer and 
galvanizer worked closely 

together on this product to 
make sure all prep work was 

correct to produce a good 
quality galvanized product. 
An enormous amount 
of drain and vent holes 
needed to be applied 
strategically to ensure the 
trailer could be dipped 
and coated successfully. 
The collaboration of 
both parties was a huge 

more products being hot 
dip galvanized.

In the end, the trailer 
turned out tremendous, 

exceeding the expectations 
of the end user. The trailer will 

outlast the previously painted 
models and opens up a new path for 

more trailers to be hot-dip galvanized 
in the future.

LIVESTOCK TRAILERS
EXAMPLE PROJECT
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Ümit Yasin Güven
HEAD OF METAL INDUSTRY DEPARTMENT

The opening speech of the panel was made by Ümit Yasin 
Güven, Head of Metal Industry Department. Güven started 

discuss its solutions and discuss what we can do about this big 
problem, as much as possible.

the material with the its environment, its deterioration and 

Corrosion is an issue that both our country and the world are 

areas, especially in economics. The iron and steel industry has 
a special importance for our Ministry. The building block of 
the industry is steel, the material which is directly or indirectly 

“Corrosion” was discussed in detail at the Corrosion 
Awareness Panel organized by the General Galvanizers 
Association, GALDER. Ümit Yasin Güven, Head of Metal 
Industry Department, General Directorate of Industry, 

President of Turkish Structural Steelwork Association, 
TUCSA, Bünyamin Halaç Member of the Board of 
Directors, GALDER and Serpil Çimen Director of Turkish 
Steel Producers Association, TÇÜD. The panel, which was 
held online on June 1, under the moderation of S. Burcu 
Akyüz, Secretary General of GALDER, was met with great 
interest from the audience. The panel became a milestone 
in raising awareness for steel corrosion. Corrosion 
Awareness Panel was organized with supports of 
GALDER Webinar Series Main Sponsor International Zinc 
Association, IZA, Panel Sponsors ANI Metal, Koruma Klor 

Galvaniz companies. You may watch the panel at Genel 

Corrosion Awareness 
Panel Became

A Milestone
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related to every sector, even for which there have been wars 
in history, and which is the material that also helped lay the 

Giving the information that 1 billion 864 million tons of steel 
was produced in the world in 2020, Yasin Güven stated that 
this amount will not increase to 2 billion tons in the future. 
He said that although more than half of this production 
was produced by China alone, China was not a major steel 
exporter, and added that this was due to China's preference 
for exporting value added products value, not in its raw form. 
Güven informed about the steel production in Turkey. He said 
that despite the epidemic, we completed the year 2020 quite 
successfully and continued his words as follows:

“With a production of 35.8 million tons, we rose to the 7th 
position in the world and the 1st position in Europe. We are one 
of the few countries that increased production in 2020, despite 
the pandemic. When we look at our capacity utilization rate, 

In this sense, the steel industry is truly making history from a 
strategic point of view. We, as the public sector, are making 

be reciprocated. We will talk about products with high added 
value as a strategy determining factor. In fact, the issue we are 
talking about is not just products with increased added value 
as alloys. The products with increased corrosion resistance are 
one of the materials that should be in them.”

Ümit Yasin Güven, who included the corrosion of steel in 
his speech, stated that their aim is to minimize losses and to 
prevent waste as much as possible. Emphasizing that corrosion 

various ways and continued his speech as follows:

galvanization, electrostatic protection and many applications...

We said that there will always be corrosion. For example, we 
say stainless steel, stainless steel also corrodes. If factors such 
as suitable material selection, appropriate production method, 
and appropriate environmental conditions are not chosen 
correctly, we unfortunately witness many applications where 
we encounter corrosion where we use stainless steel.”

He emphasized that galvanization is one of the most 

the optimum point in this regard. He also stated that it is not 

as material rusting or the need for early renewal. Yasin Güven 
shared the negative examples that were encountered and 

we encounter with corrosion in the facility, infrastructure or 
wherever the process, production and consumption stop, and 
much similar negativity along with corrosion”. When considering 
the country strategy on the public side, he mentioned that the 
longevity of an imported steel is also a part of this strategy, 
even if it is not directly mentioned. He emphasized that the 
rapid development of the steel construction industry in the 

galvanization step a little more forward.”

Yasin Güven said that although corrosion is known by the 

interest for the galvanization has not yet been given the full 
value it deserves:

“What we have to do is to understand and explain corrosion, 
to adopt galvanization and to bring it to the right point.”

Mentioning that especially the use of hot dip galvanized 
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that this is an indicator of the level of awareness and said: 

“Today, there is a serious increase in the use of galvanized 
steel, especially in the transportation sector. One of the reasons 
for this is that the manufacturers say that I can use a hot-
dip galvanized chassis against corrosion and I can take my 
products one step ahead and the prices one step higher, that 
can be seen as increasing in the added value.” 

Addressing the youth in his speech, Ümit Yasin Güven, Head 
of Metal Industry Department continued as follows:

projects. In this respect, you are really lucky, our friends who 
have not started or just started their profession, have learned 
the topics discussed here much earlier than their competitors 
and have created their awareness, in other words, you have 
increased your engineering quality. It is hopeful and reassuring 
for us that you are even listening to this panel. I hope you will 
continue this awareness-raising activity in your own circle in 
the process. We should give much more importance to both 
steel, steel structures and galvanization by being aware of 
corrosion and taking precautions.”

Expressing that the start of metallic zinc production in 
Turkey, is a pleasing investment for our country said Ümit Yasin 

increasing the capacity in the metallic zinc and second phase 
investment, which started to be produced in Kayseri. He also 
said that there is an another investment in the EIA process in 

Expressing that they continue to work on strategy in the last 
part of his speech, Yasin Güven asked the sector professionals 
to convey their expectations to them through NGOs while they 
are determining the strategy issue.

between 2010 and 2020 and revealed that there was an increase 

in 2020, despite the pandemic, Turkey increased its production 
by 6.1% on an annual basis, raised its place in the world 
rankings.

“In 2021 we have returned to our 2019 rankings since 3 
months, but we expect our production to increase by at least 
10% this year. When we look at our steel consumption per 
capita, which is one of the symbols of development, Turkey 
consumed 335 kg of steel in 2019. The world average is 245kg. 

1,082 kg, China is 609, Japan is 659, Germany is 443, and the 

parallel to increase of our steel production, our consumption 
amount and our level of development, we will be facing with 
more corrosion. This is an important reason for us to increase 
our awareness about Corrosion.

Emphasizing the importance of corrosion in her speech, 

total cost of corrosion loss is 4.5 trillion dollars in the world and 

attention to the fact that this cost of corrosion can be reduced 

Serpil Çimen
DIRECTOR, TÇÜD
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by 25-30%.

Considering the circular economy in terms of steel, zinc and 

“If we start with steel, steel is obtained by melting scrap in arc 
furnace facilities, where production has a 70% share in Turkey, 

other words, it is the raw material of zinc, which is already a 
dangerous waste. They are given to licensed companies in our 
organization. It is a forbidden material to be imported from 

here we are realizing industrial symbiosis. We contribute to the 
circular economy.

Likewise, 75% of our steelmaking slag is recovered. There are 
areas of use such as counterweights used in road construction, 
concrete, cement, elevators and white goods, and ready mixed 
concrete products.

Recycled zinc can be reused for coating steel. Likewise, zinc-
plated steel parts can be included in the remanufacturing process 
when scrapped. This contributes to the circular economy. Now 
that we have exited the linear economy, our waste does not 
remain in the middle, it is transformed. This is an extremely 
important issue in terms of environmental protection.”

In her presentation, she emphasized the building safety and 
underlined that corrosion in the building reduces the adherence 

necessity of protecting the equipment against carbonation and 
chlorine attacks and said:

“The galvanized reinforcing steel standard in buildings 

adopted in our country on November 9, 2020. It is an adapted 
standard. As you know, this is the European standard, which 
is the standard of reinforced concrete steels and reinforcement 
steels, not currently in force, but the EN 10080 standard, from 
which all the standards have been removed. All products and 
bars within its scope are hot-dip galvanized and this standard 
covers the relevant requirements. Currently, there is no company 

will start soon.”

corrosion as follows:

“Of course, awareness raising activities are very important. 
It is extremely important that the public, industry, universities, 
professional chambers and NGOs cooperate. Even this meeting 
is a very good example. It is a very nice panel held together 
with public institutions, private sector and NGOs. It is important 
to develop them and transfer them to more segments. If a 
regulation is not issued on corrosion protection, there is no 
implementation. Perhaps a regulation on this issue could be 

to develop standards further and to follow international 

There is also the proportional weight of reinforced concrete 
structures compared to structural steel. For this reason, the 

wish we had taken precautions after everything happened. In 
fact, corrosion is one of them.

In the research conducted after the 99 earthquake, corrosion 

is a factor that decays the building. Just like cancer, not much 
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PRESIDENT, TUCSA

speech. He emphasized that the most important aspect of the 
issue for them is the cost of corrosion, sharing the corrosion 
cost data, He said “There is something I want to underline 
here. The cost of corrosion is not just billions of dollars. The 
faster the steel corrodes, the more carbon dioxide is released.” 
and continued:

“They say that the production of steel is a system that 
produces a lot of carbon dioxide. For example, we emit 2,1 
tons of carbon dioxide to the nature to buy 1 ton of steel. 

another advantage. It is unlike any other material, except for 
materials such as glass and aluminum. You can recycle 95-
96 percent. When you do this, we release 0.6 tons of carbon 

little. Then you transform again and again. In summary, after 
a reasonable number of conversions, the carbon dioxide 

to do, we will use the steel with a longer life. We won't scrap it 
just because it rusts. If we do this, we will also reduce carbon 
dioxide emissions.”

cost of corrosion as follows:

methods. Calculations can be made by a commission 
including scientists.

• It is possible to reduce the corrosion loss by 15% to 35%. 
For this, R&D, legislative regulation, supervision and training 
budget should be allocated.

• This issue should be given more priority in universities.

said that there used to be corrosion classes from C1 to C5 in 

the corrosion class in buildings is very important during the 

should be done realistically. He said: “If you try to take a C2 
class corrosion measure for a C5-class corrosion environment 
because it will cost cheap, your measures will soon be wasted.” 

He explained the answer to the question, “How long is the 
life of steel?”, with the following example: 

if precautionary measures are taken. We also need to pay 
attention to this in corrosion. Especially in areas where corrosion 
is sensitive, the design phase is important. Choosing the right 
material is important. Of course, it is extremely important 
whether the engineers and architects who design here know 
corrosion adequately. A comprehensive corrosion course can be 
included in the curriculum of the relevant engineering faculties. 
It is within the scope of metallurgical and mechanical engineers, 
civil engineers maybe need to be a little more comprehensive.

Finally, I can say that the development of new materials, the 
improvement of coating technologies, and the dissemination 
of good engineering practices in our country are of course 
important. How this will be done, of course with R&D... It would 

in terms of precautions to be taken against corrosion.”
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“A steel crossover was built on the Konya road in Ankara 
about 10 years ago. This crossover did not last even 10 years, 
corroded and it took place in the local press. IT says that the 
life of steel is already 10 years. Of course, the life of steel is not 
10 years, but if you do not take care of it, it can be destroyed 
in 10 years. If necessary precautions are taken against 
corrosion, like the iron bridge built in 1799 in England, like 

in Austria made it and sent all the parts in 1892. The original 
project is required for restoration. The project is not in our 
records. The company that made it is asked, and the project 
comes to Turkey as a package after a short while. The project 
they made in 1896 is standing on their archives. This is one of 
the points I want to underline. Frankly, I envy it.”

Mentioning that corrosion is a very important issue for 

"steel", they encounter the perception that "steel is expensive". 
Mentioning that it is sometimes expensive and sometimes 

it is more economical almost every time and highlighted that 
the initial construction cost should not be confused with the 
total cost in the life cycle.

and added the committee started its activities again in 2018 

follows:

have been in close contact with GALDER since the day it was 
founded. They also supported our work. It was much more 

big conferences, I have not been able to get any of the business 
connections (network) I have encountered here.' I hope the 
people in our country perceive this in the same way. We will 
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Bünyamin Halaç
BOARD MEMBER, GALDER

made a speech.

Halaç talked about the place and importance of zinc in our 
lives, both as a mineral and as a mineral. He mentioned the 
researches made by IZA and the important projects that have 
been implemented. He talked about the role of zinc in protection 
against corrosion and that half of the zinc produced in the 
world is used in the galvanizing industry. Halaç continued:

“More in what we do, structural steels require a high coating 
thickness as they are exposed to the open atmosphere in 
construction, highway barriers or applications in the energy 
sector. That's why general galvanizing is used more often. 
In addition to these, continuous sheet galvanizing, pipe 
galvanizing, spray galvanizing methods are also used. The 
name electro-galvanized is often confused. Actually, there is no 
such term as electro galvanization. It is used as electroplating 
in the literature, because there is no physical or chemical 
reaction there. Only by applying electricity inside the tank, the 
zinc particles separated from the zinc goes and sticks to the 

about the process:

steel structures. After a short meeting, they said to us, 'Prepare 

phase, from our website. 

with all your stakeholders". Thereupon, we started updating 

mentioned paint and coating, hot-dip galvanized, duplex coating 

(thermal) metal spraying (metallization), metal coating with laser, 
cathodic protection. As a protection method, galvanization is an 

to all methods.”

and galvanization... Galvanization and paint industries also do 
this, of course, but I would like to suggest something here. It may 
be possible to bring foreign currency to Turkey by investing in 
galvanization in regions close to the target countries abroad.”

"Corrosion is a very serious phenomenon. If action is not taken, 

afraid of corrosion. It will be enough if we just take precautions 
as a country.”
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for elements in closed environment, such as shopping carts, 
door-window handles.”

corrosion on nature, environment, economy and human health 

occurred in 1999, and said:

“We witnessed the event of corrosion of reinforcement steels 
and the collapse of buildings as a result of the earthquake in 
1999, in a very painful way. In the studies carried out there, it 
was determined that the thickness of the 18-gauge rebar were 
decreased  to 8-10 mm. The studies on this subject and the 

development for Turkey. Hopefully, we will see good examples 
of structures on this subject in the future. I would like to show 
some examples that were carried out abroad. The most striking 
of the structures that has been used galvanized rebar is the 

National Theater in London and the Roman Mosque in Rome. 
Approximately 30 thousand tons of galvanized reinforcing steel 

Association and the International Zinc Association have very 
serious studies on this subject. People who are interested may 

Emphasizing that there are 10 good reasons to prefer hot-
dip galvanized in protecting steel and sharing the advantages 
in detail, Halaç underlined the reliability of galvanized coating 
and explained:

“If we can determine the corrosion class, if the galvanizer 
gives us the coating thicknesses, we can determine the lifetime 
then. There is a very useful site about this. If you know the 
atmospheric conditions, if the coating thicknesses have been 
given to you, you can enter the system on the website of 
the International Zinc Association , www.galvinfo.com, and 
determine its lifetime.”

Mentioning the environmental performance of galvanizing, 
he said that galvanizing applications have environmental 
superiority in terms of resource consumption and greenhouse 

areas and advantages of paint applications on galvanized 
coating, which is known as duplex coating, and said: 

“Paint and galvanization are not rivals to each other. 

Moreover, as I mentioned, if they are used together, as in 
duplex systems, a coating method with a much longer lifespan 

standard for galvanization. In this way, he said that hot-dip 

will facilitate the work processes of the galvanizers.

General Galvanizers Association and Promotion Committee 
Coordinator, thanked to all panelists and attendees for their 
participation. He also thanked to the sponsors of the panel for 
their kind support.
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Türkiye ve Avrupa Standartları Almanya (DIN) Standartları Amerika Birleşik Devletleri         
(ASTM) Standartları

TSE K 495* (Ocak 2016)
Alçak gerilim ve orta gerilim hatları için galva-
nizli çelikten mamul traversler

TSE EN 746 - 4
Endüstriyel ısıl işlem teçhizatı - bölüm 4: Sıcak 
daldırma metoduyla galvanizleme ısıl işlem 
teçhizatı için özel güvenlik kuralları

TS EN 1123-1 / A1
Borular ve bağlantı parçaları- Dikişli, sıcak 
daldırma ile galvanizlenmiş- Atık sus sitem-
lerinde kullanılan soketli ve spigotlu çelik 
borular- Bölüm 1: Özellikler deneyler ve kalite 
kontrol

TS 1380
Galvanizli (çinko kaplanmış) çelik bağ teli (hava 
halatları için)

TS EN ISO 1460 DIN EN ISO 1460
Metalik kaplamalar - Demir esaslı malzemeler 
üzerine sıcak daldırma galvaniz kaplamalar - 
Birim alandaki kütlenin gravimetrik tayini

Metalik kaplamalar - Demir esaslı mal-
zemeler üzerine sıcak daldırma galvaniz 
kaplamalar - Birim alandaki kütlenin 
gravimetrik tayini

TS EN ISO 1461 DIN EN ISO 1461 A 123/ A 123M
Demir ve çelikten imal edilmiş malzemeler 
üzerine sıcak daldırmayla yapılan galvaniz ka-
plamalar – özellikler ve deney metotları

Demir ve çelikten imal edilmiş malze-
meler üzerine sıcak daldırmayla yapılan 
galvaniz kaplamalar – özellikler ve 
deney metotları

İmal edilmiş malzemeler üzerine 
sıcak daldırmayla yapılan galvaniz 
kaplamalar

EN 10244: Part 2
Çelik tel ve tel ürünleri - çelik üzerine demir dışı 
metal kaplamalar

TS EN ISO 10684 DIN EN 10684
Bağlantı elemanları - Sıcak daldırma galvaniz 
kaplamalar

Bağlantı elemanları - Sıcak daldırma 
galvaniz kaplamalar

DIN 267
Sıcak daldırma galvanizli bağlantı 
elemanları

TS 10817
Çinko alaşımları-külçe- %5 alüminyum- Mis-
chmetal alaşımı (sıcak daldırma metoduyla 
galvanizleme için)

TS 11348 EN 10240 DIN EN 10240
Çelik borular - iç ve /veya dış koruyucu ka-
plamalar- otomatik tesislerde uygulanan sıcak 
daldırma galvaniz kaplamalar için özellikler 

Çelik borular için iç ve /veya dış ko-
ruyucu kaplamalar- otomatik tesislerde 
uygulanan sıcak daldırma galvaniz 
kaplamalar için spesifikasyonlar
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Fransa Standartları Avustralya Standartları ISO Standartları İsveç Standartları

NF EN 1123-1 / A1
Borular ve bağlantı parçaları- Dikişli, 
sıcak daldırma ile galvanizlenmiş- 
Atık sus sitemlerinde kullanılan soket-
li ve spigotlu çelik borular- Bölüm 1: 
Özellikler deneyler ve kalite kontrol

NF EN ISO 1460
Metalik kaplamalar - Demir esaslı 
malzemeler üzerine sıcak daldırma 
galvaniz kaplamalar - Birim alandaki 
kütlenin gravimetrik tayini

NF EN ISO 1461 AS / NZS 4680 SS EN ISO 1461
Demir ve çelikten imal edilmiş mal-
zemeler üzerine sıcak daldırmayla 
yapılan galvaniz kaplamalar – özel-
likler ve deney metotları

İmal edilmiş demir parçaların 
üzerine sıcak daldırma galvaniz 
(çinko) kaplamalar

Demir ve çelikten imal edilm-
iş malzemeler üzerine sıcak 
daldırmayla yapılan galvaniz 
kaplamalar – özellikler ve 
deney metotları

NF EN ISO10684
Bağlantı elemanları - Sıcak daldırma 
galvaniz kaplamalar

NF EN 10240
Çelik borular için iç ve /veya dış ko-
ruyucu kaplamalar- otomatik tesisle-
rde uygulanan sıcak daldırma galvaniz 
kaplamalar için spesifikasyonlar
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TS EN ISO 12944-1
Boyalar ve vernikler - Çelik yapıların koruyucu 
boya sistemleriyle korozyona karşı korunması - 
Bölüm 1: Genel bilgiler 

TS EN 13438
Boyalar ve vernikler - Yapı amaçlı galvanizli 
veya toz çinko ile kaplanmış çelik ürünler için 
toz organik kaplamalar

EN 10346
çelik sac ürünlerin sürekli sıcak daldırma galva-
nizle kaplanması

EN 13438
Çinko kaplamalar - yapılarda demir ve çeliğin 
korozyona karşı korunması için kılavuz ve tavsi-
yeler - Bölüm 2: Sıcak daldırma ile galvanizleme

TS EN ISO 14713 - 1
Çinko kaplamalar - yapılarda demir ve çeliğin 
korozyona karşı korunması için kılavuz ve tavsi-
yeler - Bölüm 1: Genel

TS EN ISO 14713 - 2
Çinko kaplamalar - yapılarda demir ve çeliğin 
korozyona karşı korunması için kılavuz ve tavsi-
yeler - Bölüm 2: Sıcak daldırma ile galvanizleme

TS EN 15773 DIN EN 15773
Sıcak daldırma ile galvanizlenmiş veya şerard-
lamış çelik malzemelerin (dubleks sistemler) 
endüstriyel uygulaması - Şartnamaler, tavsiyeler 
ve kılavuz

Galvanizli veya sherardize çelik 
parçalara toz organik kaplamaların 
endüstriyel uygulaması (dubleks 
sistemler) - Sepesifikasyonlar, öneriler 
ve kurallar

DIN EN ISO 2063
Aluminyum ve çinko sprey kaplamalar

DIN 50933
Kaplama kalınlığının kalemli aletle 
ölçülmesi

DIN 50978
Sıcak daldırma galvanizli kaplamanın 
yapışma (tutunma) testleri

DIN 51213
Tel üzerindeki çinko kaplamaların testi

DIN 59231
Galvanizli oluklu sac

Türkiye ve Avrupa Standartları Almanya (DIN) Standartları Amerika Birleşik Devletleri         
(ASTM) Standartları
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ISO 12944-1
Boyalar ve vernikler 
- Çelik yapıların 
koruyucu boya 
sistemleriyle korozyo-
na karşı korunması 
- Bölüm 1: Genel 
bilgiler

PR NF EN 15773 (Ağustos 2016)
Galvanizli veya sherardize çelik 
parçalara toz organik kaplamaların 
endüstriyel uygulaması (dublex 
sistemler) - Sepesifikasyonlar, öneriler 
ve kurallar 

ISO 2063
Çinko ve aluminyum-
la metal spreyleme

NF A91-124
Metalik kaplamalar - Eriyik çinkoya 
(sıcak daldırma galvanizleme) daldır-
arak galvanizleme - Yapışma testi 
yöntemleri

NF A46-322
Demir ve çelik. Oluklu galvanizli çelik 
sac. Boyutlar ve toleranslar.

Fransa Standartları Avustralya Standartları ISO Standartları İsveç Standartları
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A 653 / A 653M
Sıcak daldırma galvanizli sac

A 325
Yapısal çelik cıvataları

A 384
Distorsiyona (bozulmaya) karşı 
koruma

A 780
Hasarlı sıcak daldırma galvanizin 
onarımı

A 90 / A 90M 
Demir ve çinko malzemeler üze-
rindeki çinko kaplamaların ağırlığı 
için test methodu

A 143
Gevremeye karşı koruma

A 153 / A 153M
Demir ve çelik donanım üzerine 
sıcak daldırmayla yapılan galvaniz 
kaplamalar

A 767 / A 767 M
Sıcak daldırma galvanizli inşaat 
demiri

Türkiye ve Avrupa Standartları Almanya (DIN) Standartları Amerika Birleşik Devletleri         
(ASTM) Standartları
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ISO 3575
Sürekli prosesle sıcak 
daldırma galvani-
zlenen sac

NF A91-131  AS / NZS 4534
Sıcak daldırma galvanizli çelik tel. 
Çinko kaplama standartı

Telin üzerine çinko ve çinko/ 
aluminyum alaşım kaplamalar

AS / NZS 4791
Açık bölüme sahip demirleri sı-
cak daldırma galvaniz kaplama, 
hat prosesi 

AS / NZS 4792

Demir profillerin sıcak daldır-
ma galvaniz kaplanması, sürekli 
veya özel proses

NF A35-503
Demir ve çelik - Çelik bileşenlerin 
sıcak daldırma çinkoyla kaplanması 
için gereksinimler

PR NF EN 10348-2 (Eylül 2016)
Betonarme için inşaat çeliği - Galva-
nizli inşaat çeliği - Part 2: Galvanizli 
inşaat çeliği ürünleri

XP A35-025
Çelik ürünler - Betonarme inşaatı için 
sıcak daldırma galvanizli çubuk ve 
bobinler - Sıcak daldırma galvanizli 
inşaat çeliği üretimi amacıyla  teller

SS 3583
Sıcak daldırma galvanizin 
kuralları ve gereksinimleri

SS 055900
Çeliğin kumlaması

SS 3192
Sıcak daldırma galvanizlen-
miş dişli bileşenler

Fransa Standartları Avustralya Standartları ISO Standartları İsveç Standartları
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info@korozyondoktoru.org
www.korozyondoktoru.org
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back to Turkey in 1996, I completed my education in Turkey. 

Administration. After working in the auto accessories industry 
for a short time, I entered the galvanizing industry with Wiegel 
Galvaniz in 2006. I worked as production manager for 4 years 
and factory manager for 2 years at Wiegel. Then I joined to 

working as Factory Manager for  7 years. I am also a member 
of the GALDER board of directors. I have spent 15 years of 
my 16-year working life in the galvanizing sector without 
interruption, and today I am glad that I had the opportunity 
to work in this industry.

Nut Manufacturing, Hot Dip Galvanized Coating, Wet and 
Electrostatic Powder Painting, Composite Product 

R&D and Manufacturing. We export to more 
than 135 countries in 5 continents, in 

with the size of 7,5 x 1,8 x 3,2 m. 
We continue our activities in a 

total area of 13.000 m², whose 
6.000m² is closed and 7.000m² 
is open. Our facility mainly 
serves our contract customers, 
and we are the only hot-dip 
galvanizing company in 
Turkey with the IATF 16949 

for the automotive industry. 
We have been galvanizing for 
Oyak-Renault company for 

many years. Our facility has 
an annual galvanizing capacity 

of 70.000 tons, with the help of 
its modern fully automatic system. 

We serve various sectors, in recent 

a large share of our coating production. 
We also took part in many projects, both 

domestic and abroad. Galvanized products, 
which are coated by us, are available in most cities of 

such as automotive, grille, fence systems, light and heavy 
steel constructions, auto barrier systems, cable tray systems, 

fear, especially in the beginning of the pandemic, also caused 
negativities in working life. Thanks to the serious measures we 
have taken as a company, no serious problems have occurred 
in our production and employees. In line with the instructions 

and working conditions. We constantly shared information 
about Covid-19 with our employees, we asked them to be 
sensitive about following the rules, our team also helped us a 

Abdullah Akar
MITAS INDUSTRY
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lot in this regard. As the Hot Dip Galvanizing sector, we were 

activities partially or completely, like the transportation or 

and May 2020, and serious production losses occurred in this 

According to our assessments, the pandemic caused a job loss 
of approximately 20%. Particularly, some of our customers, 
who export to abroad, could not ship their products and 

  

least that's our prediction. Even though the covid-19 epidemic 
still continues, we have learned to live with it. However, the 

and it is also an important factor. In addition, the results 
of vaccination studies conducted all over the world are also 
important in terms of the course of the epidemic. In order to 
have a good year in the galvanizing industry, the recovery of 

Recently, we have heard from our customers that there are 

is of great interest to us. One of the most important points 
for us as the hot dip industry is that 50-55% of the iron and 
steel produced in developed countries is galvanized. Although 
this rate has increased in recent years in Turkey, it is around 
10-12%. As a country, we need to increase this rate to higher 
levels. Thus, both our industry will develop more and corrosion 
losses will be reduced and it will make a serious contribution 
to our country's economy.

In 2021 is there any new projects / new investments on 

the completion of our investment, our contribution to the 
country's economy will increase even more.

best solar project in Eastern Europe. We made approximately 
5,000 tons of hot-dip galvanized coating for this project. In 
addition, the high-reliability fences of the Formula 1 track in 

the project was approximately 800 tons. Moreover, all the 

Anatolian Highway were galvanized in our facility, and we 
made a hot dip galvanized coating of approximately 1,300 
tons for this project.

I hope 2021 will be the end of the pandemic, as in the whole 

epidemic caused an economic contraction and also brought 
many restrictions in terms of social life, I hope all of these will 
be left behind in a short time. Finally, we cannot thank enough 
to the heroic health workers who fought against the epidemic 
during the pandemic process. They did their duties by staying 
away from their families for days or even months regardless 
of day and night. 
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Deniz Özcan Deniz Özcan 
TURSAM GALVANIZ

 

Chemistry. I started my professional industrial career in Air Form 

Factory Manager for 1.5 years, I joinded to Tursam Galvaniz 

Our company, which started with the design and manufacture 
of poles in the energy lighting sectors in 2004, purchased the 
galvanizing facility of the well-known German galvanizing 
company WIEGEL in Hendek, in 2012 and took its place in the 

of furnace,Tursam Galvaniz has one of the Turkey's largest hot 
dip galvanizing facilities. In our factory, we provide outsourced 
hot dip galvanizing services for domestic and international 
projects of our customers. Our hot dip galvanizing facility, which 
is established on a closed area of 10.000 m2 and a total area of 
50,000 m2, has an annual galvanizing capacity of 95.000 tons.

Our company provides hot dip galvanized coating services 
for:

Constructions and Energy Transmission Lines)
- Agriculture and Livestock
- Automotive and Trailer

In our quality-oriented works, our technological support 
partnership with Wiegel Galvaniz, who is one of the largest hot 
dip galvanizing suppliers of Germany, has been continuing since 
2012.
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hot dip galvanizing industry’s situation during the COVID19 

At this stage, we are not considering new facility investments. 
WeIn 2020, eventhough the all bad results caused by COVID19 
pandemic, Tursam Galvaniz has managed to provide 
uninterrupted service to our customers, by giving appropriate 
and stable measures. The decisive measures we have taken 
against the COVID 19 epidemic, especially in our factory, and 
the strict adherence to the rules have a great impact on this. In 

had a good year due to   the factories in our country, especially 
in the iron and steel sector, continued to operate uninterruptedly 
during the COVID19 epidemic, while the Far East countries 
(China, Taiwan) could not meet the manufacturing demands 
in Europe due to the epidemic, and the iron and this ensured 

manufacturing demands. In the last quarter of 2020, especially 

for the Far East and Europe caused material shortages in the 
domestic market and this caused serious production losses in 
manufacturing of value-added export and galvanizing. Especially 
during the COVID19 epidemic, Turkey got serious opportunities 
in in manufacturing and the Hot Dip Galvanizing Industry by the 

export-oriented works with its uninterrupted production 

tonnages compared to 2019.

How do you think 2021 will be for 

predictions about the impact of 
the COVID19 epidemic on the 
industry and the normalization 

 
In 2021, the fact that it is still 

not possible to switch to full-
time work, especially in America 
and Europe, raises our concerns 
in this process. However, we see 
the rapid and successful results 
of vaccination processes both 

in our country and in the world, 
as an indication that our business 

potential will increase by turning the 
accumulated projects in abroad into 

production. In our domestic projects, we 
think that the 2021 investments, especially 

the increase in demand in the new highway and 

Hot Dip Galvanizing Industry.

In 2021 is there any new projects / new investments on 

In 2021, training and R&D investments will continue to 
improve in-plant revision and improve our quality. New Facility 
investment is not planned for this year.

Our company, Tursam Galvaniz, has contributed to many 
projects produced by our partners in Turkey and around the 
world with hot dip galvanizing, and it still continue. One of 

Parking Lot Project, which we galvanized in 2020. Our Project, 

largest fully automatic parking system both in Turkey and in 
Europe. 1200 tons of heavy steel was used in the project and it 
has fully been hot dip galvanized. 
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bhalac@galvaniz.com
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info@sabazinc.com

  

mehdin754@gmail.com
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veyselyayan@celik.org.tr
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